When you are in abroad for higher education
------------------- Supriya Kumar Chakraborty

After a massive effort, you have reached your foreign destination
for higher education, now you may think I have successfully come here
and so all problems have now gone. I am now free from all hazards.
No, you may have to face various problems on foreign ground. And we
are now highlighting on these problems. We hope if you try to tactfully
avoid these titles looking but sensitive issues then you, too, can be a
good caption and best student.
1.
On the foreign ground, you can in no way attach the most
importance to yourself choices, likings, insistence, anger, emotion or
affection. It may be difficult to adjust with everything.
2.
Whimsically and all on a sudden, don’t discuss your problems
with all or don’t discuss your future plan or present state with any
person. It may create newer problems.
3.
For enviable success, bright students may sometimes be
somewhat shameless. They don’t want to discuss on notes, topics or
suggestions at first stage. If needed, you be such. No hesitation, to be
that.
4.
Don’t go out of hostel when anybody asks to do so repeatedly,
especially to night clubs or disco clubs. In all countries, at any time any
accident may occur. You may not get people to look after you like your
dear ones. Therefore, be cautions first. Cautions save a lot.
5.
Don’t enter into any discussion concerning religion or politics with
foreign friends. Remember they are more ideas in the topics than you
have. Foreigners’ main characteristics are to talk little but to work a lot.
6.
If any roommate wants dollar/pound from you on loan basis,
without any hesitation, tell him about your incapability. Otherwise, lack
of money will make you suffer a lot.
7.
When you get sick or ill, phone your relatives, listen to their
affectionate words and take medicine on regular basis. You will see you
have come round soon.

8.
In the case of doing a part time job, always be careful about
whether this job is badly affecting your career. Remember, you have no
especial career. Remember, you have no especial value without
obtaining higher degree. Even not socially you will be valued.
9.
Present flowers as gift on the birth days of university teachers or
on some occasions. If possible, convey greetings to classmates.
10. While staying in hostel, never engage yourself in any activities
contrary to ethics, like playing on chess, etc. This may occur serious
accident or breed bad news.
To conclude, never project own country badly. Arrange functions
to observe your country’s special days to highlight your country’s
image. Invite everybody in those functions. You will see you have
become an Ambassador for your beloved motherland.
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